Solving Peak Tail Overlaps in Atom Probe Tomography using Convolutional Networks
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Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is an emerging, high-resolution microanalysis technique that also achieves high chemical sensitivity, applying time-of-flight (ToF) spectroscopy to ions that evaporate from a sample to measure their mass-to-charge state ratio. Ions contribute to peaks in the resulting ToF or mass-to-charge spectra. The shape of these peaks depends on numerous factors, including the sample as well as experimental, machine and analysis parameters [1]. To date, no model exists that can predict peak shapes across a wide range of experiments.

In the mass-to-charge-state ratio spectra, overlaps of peaks with tails from preceding peaks are a well-known problem in quantitative analysis of APT data (Figure 1). Several methods to resolve these have been applied in the past, e.g. full peak shape fitting [1, 2] or the use of peak heights as a proxy for full peak counts. Fundamentally, peak-tail overlaps are a problem that can only be solved statistically: APT does not provide sufficient information to assign ion identities to individual ions in such overlaps. To decompose relative contributions to peak-tail overlaps, it is necessary to inject information that is not directly contained in the APT spectrum that is to be analysed, e.g. assumptions about certain peaks in a spectrum having a similar shape, or empirical knowledge of typical APT peak shapes [1, 2].

We explore the use of neural networks in order to predict the shape of overlapped peak tails. Our approach is as follows: First, noise-corrected, tail-overlapped peaks from an APT experiment (Figure 2-a) are converted into a spectrum with Gaussian-shaped peaks without overlaps (Figure 2-b), using a convolutional network. This trivially permits us to remove peaks that overlap with peak tails through manual editing of the spectrum (Figure 2-c). Then, the edited Gaussian-peak spectrum is converted back into a spectrum with realistic peak shapes (Figure 2-d). The overlapped peak is now missing, meaning that the predicted tail of the preceding peak (which does no longer overlap) can now be observed in the spectrum, and predicted counts can be measured.

This means the networks need to conduct image translation (a spectrum effectively is a 1-dimensional image), where APT spectra are translated into Gaussian-peak spectra without overlap and vice versa. The necessary training data, which are many APT experiments from which the networks can “learn” typical peak shapes, are obtained from a database of past experiments. One challenge to this approach is the lack of paired training data of real APT experiments and their Gaussian-peak counterparts, preventing the direct, supervised training of networks that directly can predicts counts from spectra. We therefore use cycle consistent generative adversarial networks [3], which can learn the peak shapes unsupervised, sidestepping the paired data problem.

This research has the potential to improve the quantitative capabilities of APT, especially in cases of complex peak-tail overlaps with many different isotopes involved, where the exact peak shape is unknown and peak fitting is not feasible. Our networks learn the structures of APT spectra from past experiments effectively and apply them to predict peak tails in new experiments. This means, we can build upon knowledge existing within a very large amount of historical data from previous experiments in order to resolve peak-tail overlaps in current APT spectra.
Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a peak-tail overlap in APT. Decomposition of the overlapped areas is necessary in order to obtain accurate counts for both peaks.

Figure 2: Application of a neural network for removal of a peak from a spectrum in order to predict counts in an overlapped peak tail. An APT spectrum (a) is converted to gauss peaks without overlap (b),
using a convolutional network. The highlighted peak (yellow arrow) is then removed (c), and the so edited spectrum is converted back to an APT peak shape (d). The peak is now missing, and a predicted tail becomes visible.
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